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Abstract
Local community detection is an emerging topic in network analysis that aims to detect
well-connected communities encompassing sets of priorly known seed nodes. In this
work, we explore the similar problem of ranking network nodes based on their relevance
to the communities characterized by seed nodes. However, seed nodes may not be central
enough or sufficiently many to produce high quality ranks. To solve this problem, we
introduce a methodology we call seed oversampling, which first runs a node ranking
algorithm to discover more nodes that belong to the community and then reruns the same
ranking algorithm for the new seed nodes. We formally discuss why this process improves
the quality of calculated community ranks if the original set of seed nodes is small and
introduce a boosting scheme that iteratively repeats seed oversampling to further improve
rank quality when certain ranking algorithm properties are met. Finally, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of our methods in improving community relevance ranks given only a
few random seed nodes of real-world network communities. In our experiments, boosted
and simple seed oversampling yielded better rank quality than the previous neighborhood
inflation heuristic, which adds the neighborhoods of original seed nodes to seeds.
Keywords: Network Ranking, Local Communities, Seed Oversampling, Unsupervised
Rank Boosting

1. Introduction
Detecting communities in graphs [1, 2] such as social media networks [3, 4, 5] is a
well-known network analysis problem that aims to identify groups of structurally similar
network nodes. Communities in real-world networks are often overlapping [6, 7, 8, 9],
meaning that a network node may belong to more than one communities. In this case,
the classification problem of which nodes belong to which community can be solved for
each community independently.
Besides identifying members of a community, it is often important to rank network
nodes based on their relevance to that community. This task is particularly important
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in large social networks, where boundaries between communities are less clearly defined
[10]. Generally, node ranking algorithms aim to produce ranks that inform users of how
central or influential nodes are with respect to each community. This way, one can glean
insights whose intricacies are lost to binary predictions.
Most community ranking approaches (see Subsection 1.1) follow unsupervised schemes
to extract network nodes that are expected to be central to community structure. These
are commonly referred to as seed nodes. Community ranking algorithms then produce
ranks pertaining to the communities characterized by these nodes. Seed nodes can also be
manually defined according to real-world needs. For example, they may be user queries
or expert opinions on which network nodes are most closely related to an unknown community.
Unfortunately, in many settings where seed nodes that characterize the communities
of interest are manually selected, they comprise only a small fraction of the community.
This is often caused by the multifaceted nature of real-world networks, where too many
overlapping communities lead to a lot of network nodes missing a significant portion
of community labels. Additionally, the cost of manually discovering central community
nodes and/or labeling adequately many community nodes (e.g. through consulting an
expert or a computationally or monetarily expensive label retrieval interface) can be
prohibitive in larger networks.
For example, let us consider a network analyst whose task is to rank authors based on
their relevance to a large scientific journal given a co-authorship network or rank music
artists based on their relevance to a music genre given an artist co-performance network.
The analyst does not necessarily know which authors have published their research in
the examined journal or which artists belong to the examined genre, but after a brief
manual inspection of the respective network, a quick query in an online search engine
and/or personal experience they manage to locate five network nodes (i.e. authors or
artists) that have the required property. Although these five nodes may not necessarily
be the most prominent ones in the examined community (i.e. journal or music genre),
they are then used as seed nodes that community ranking algorithms can use to help
quantify how much each author is related to that journal or how much an artist is related
to a genre.
In this work, we focus on problems like these, where the seed nodes form a very small
(e.g. 0.1%) random subset of community nodes, for which the ranking algorithm may
be unable to discover high quality community ranks [11]. In particular, the goal of our
research is to improve the quality of ranks calculated by community ranking algorithms
using these small sets of -not necessarily high quality- seed nodes. It must be pointed out
that our approach does not require further interaction with the process that discovers
seed nodes and is hence particularly useful for avoiding additional data gathering.
1.1. Background
To discover communities in networks, researchers usually try to optimize certain
structural characteristics that combine high internal connectivity and low number of
outgoing edges. For example, two frequently used unsupervised measures that index
well-connectedness of communities are conductance [12], which compares the number of
links from a community to its complement within a network are linked with the number
of links within the community, and modularity [13], which compares the number of links
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from a community to its complement within a network with the number of statistically
expected links.
Unfortunately, the community detection problem cannot be universally solved, since
there are multiple ways to organize the same network into different communities [14].
Therefore, if some information about the ground truth is known, it should be used to
guide the process of forming communities instead of evaluating the efficacy of detection
algorithms [14]. To this end, researchers have tried to discover local communities around
sets of seed nodes that work as ground truth [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Most of these
communities locally optimize structural characteristics, such as the aforementioned conductance and modularity. A recurring idea across approaches is to discover which core
nodes lead to the seed node community memberships [20, 21].
Two very successful methods that rank network nodes based on their relation to a
set of seed nodes are personalized PageRank [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] and heat kernels
[28, 29, 30]. Personalized PageRank expands well-selected seed nodes using a random
walk with restart strategy; for a normalization W of the adjacency matrix that reflects
traversal probabilities, a binary seed vector s indicating seed nodes and a probability
1 − a of randomly restarting from one of these seed nodes, personalized PageRank aims
to produce ranks r that are proportional to the static probabilities of visiting each node.
These ranks adhere to the following equation:
r = aW r + (1 − a)s

(1)

Since W is often sparse, a simple algorithm to compute ranks r is by iterating the
above equation until convergence, similarly to the power method for finding eigenvectors.
Previous analysis [31] has shown that personalized PageRank can be approximated by the
stochastic block model, where graphs are considered to comprise partitions of disjoint
sets of node blocks with fixed probability for links between those sets. Therefore, as
long as the seed vector s is well-selected (e.g. contains central nodes of the community),
thresholding strategies on the calculated ranks r can discover well-separated communities
of low conductance.
Heat kernels are similar to personalized PageRank but also penalize longer random
walks. Since this practice makes random walks focus more on the area around the seed
nodes [30], it may not be able to rank the relevance of all nodes in networks of larger
diameters. Since our goal is ranking the whole graph and not performing community
detection, we hereby focus on applications of personalized PageRank.
As mentioned before, in this work we consider a less explored community ranking
setting, where seed nodes form a very small random subset of community nodes. In
this scenario, seed nodes are not necessarily central members of each community. This
could reduce the quality of the seed vector and consequently of the ranks produced by
personalized PageRank. Additionally, methods that utilize node attributes to improve
graph representation clustering [32, 33] cannot explore community-defining attributes,
since, to do so, they would need to treat them as soft and not hard constraints, i.e. they
would be allowed to slightly violate known community memberships.
To improve the outcome of community ranking algorithms for very sparse seed vectors,
previous approaches [34, 25] have found success by performing neighborhood inflation on
the seed vectors. This process consists of introducing new seed nodes from the neighborhoods of the original seed nodes. Although these approaches procure seed nodes in an
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unsupervised manner that guarantees a high density of their neighborhoods, the same
inflation strategy can also be used when seed nodes form small random subsets of large
communities, since the likelihood of selecting boundary nodes as seeds becomes negligible. Unfortunately, sometimes seed vectors are too sparse and this strategy fails to
discover adequately many of them to help calculate high quality ranks. But it is also not
possible to iterate this scheme because it exponentially grows the number of seed nodes,
depending on the network’s average node degree.
1.2. Our Approach
To solve this conflicting situation, we introduce a new method, which we call seed
oversampling. This method also procures more seed nodes before running the node ranking algorithm and is similar to a previously proposed semi-supervised network learning
practice [35], where an expert discovers the most relevant seed nodes to be assigned as
seed vectors. In our case however, the expert is replaced by an unsupervised automated
process that utilizes ranks calculated by the ranking algorithm on the initial set of seed
nodes to find more important community nodes.
The advantage of seed oversampling compared to neighborhood inflation is two-fold.
Firstly, it can be used to set up an iterative boosting scheme that can improve the
quality of community ranks calculated by ranking algorithms when the original seed
vector is too sparse or of low quality. To do so though, the ranking algorithm must meet
certain criteria pertaining to a symmetric structure. Secondly, seed oversampling does
not depend on the structural centrality of seed nodes but instead relies on the ranking
algorithm’s definition of which nodes it considers as more central or relevant.
In this work we assess the effectiveness of boosted and simple seed oversampling on
two different personalized PageRank algorithms, which employ different normalizations
of the adjacency matrix. For both of these algorithms, we aim to improve their predicted
node rank quality when ranking communities of real-world networks using only a few
random community members as seed nodes. In our experiments, we find that boosted
and simple seed oversampling can be used to procure higher node rank quality compared
to neighborhood inflation, which already greatly improves the rank quality of the base
ranking algorithms.
2. Boosted Seed Oversampling
In this section we devise a novel strategy that aims to improve the quality of ranks
calculated by community ranking algorithms, such as implementations of personalized
PageRank, using seed vectors featuring few nodes. Before starting our analysis, we
observe that finding community nodes through available seed vectors is similar to the
one-class classification problem [36, 37], where only members of one class are known.
The well-known class imbalance problem [38, 39, 40], where a class is underrepresented
in available data, is also closely related to one-class classification [41]. Therefore, the
task of finding community nodes can be approached from a class-imbalance perspective.
To avoid affecting network structure (e.g. through removing nodes or inserting new
ones), a possible approach is to lessen the imbalance arising from too few seed nodes by
assigning more network nodes as seeds. To do so, a common assumption is that one-class
boundaries must be tight around the original seed nodes. In our network node ranking
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setting, this means that new seed nodes should necessarily be members of the community
as long as the original seed nodes are members of the community.
Motivated by the above observations, we propose a seed oversampling method that
discovers more seed nodes that are robust with respect to rerunning the ranking algorithm
for local community detection. In particular, if the original seed nodes are members of
the community, then new seed nodes should be members of the community too and
this property should be preserved after recalculating ranks by enriching the set of seed
nodes with the newly found ones. If these conditions are satisfied, the new seed nodes are
expected to be at least equally good community candidates as the original seed nodes and
could intuitively be considered sources from which the original seed nodes’ community
memberships stem from. We explicitly analyze this property from the standpoint of
personalized PageRank, where the relation between ranks and random walks suggests
that more random walks visit new seed nodes compared to the original seed nodes.
Unfortunately, the seed oversampling methodology outlined above sometimes fails to
produce adequately many new community nodes in the first iteration, resulting to poor
rank quality for extremely sparse seed vectors. At the same time, blindly repeating it
many times to find more nodes tends to eventually assign a large portion of network
nodes as seeds. To circumvent this problem, we also propose a boosting scheme that
combines several iterations to further improve rank quality for certain types of ranking
algorithms.
2.1. Seed Oversampling
In this subsection we propose a seed oversampling methodology that can be used to
proliferate seed nodes with the goal of improving a ranking algorithm R(s) that ranks
network nodes based on the network’s structure while being biased towards a binary
seed vector s. To detect a community C using this algorithm, an overlapping community
detection process requires a seed vector s : s[u] = 1 ⇒ u ∈ C, where u are either
automatically generated or queried seed nodes. In other words, seed vector elements
that are known members of the community have value of 1. If their membership is
unknown, they have value of 0.
To perform community detection based on the ranks r = R(s) derived from the seed
vector, the community detection process would discover an appropriate threshold θ that
determines community membership, i.e. r[u] ≥ θ ⇔ u ∈ C, as demonstrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Utilizing ranking algorithm R to estimate community C for seed vector s. If a high enough
threshold θ is selected, the estimated community can be used non-iteratively as a new vector to produce
more accurate ranks.

In this community detection setting, any decision threshold θ that assigns all seed
nodes as part of the community can be at most equal to the lesser rank among seed
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nodes. This means that seed nodes provide an upper bound for the community detection
threshold minu:s[u]=1 r[u] ≥ θ, since nodes with ranks equal to or greater than at least one
seed rank u : r[u] ≥ minu:s[u]=1 r[u] ≥ θ are identified as part of the community arising
from the seed vector s for any decision threshold θ that also categorizes all seed nodes
as part of that community. For example, in the network of Figure 2a, using the least
of seed node ranks as the community detection threshold helps identify more important
nodes of the left community.

(a) Algorithm ranks.

(b) New seed nodes.

Figure 2: Node ranks of personalized PageRank with row-based adjacency matrix normalization (see
Subsection 3.2 for details) on a network constructed through a block model that sparsely links the left
and right community. Lighter yellow fills indicate higher ranks and red strong outlines indicate the
original seed nodes.

Another way to look at this property is that, since the ranking algorithm assigns
higher ranks to nodes more important to the community’s structure, the previously
identified seed nodes are at least as important as seed nodes within that structure. Intuitively, a new seed vector that includes these nodes would instruct the ranking algorithm
to place even more emphasis on the newly discovered more important community nodes.
Therefore, the new seed vector can be constructed through the following procedure:
s1 : s1 [u] = {1 if r[u] ≥ min r[u], 0 otherwise}

(2)

u:s[u]=1

Since this seed vector presumably contains more important seed nodes than the original
ones, it can be provided again as input to the ranking algorithm to discover higher quality
ranks r1 = R(s1 ), as demonstrated in Figure 3.
Theorem 1 is a formal statement of the above scheme. In particular, it shows that the
process of adding not too many new seed nodes that are more important than the least
important of the previous ones approximately retains their membership to the community
for any valid new threshold. In practice, this approximation is very tight, since successful
ranking algorithms often exhibit a strong linear behavior ( → 0).
Theorem 1. Let R(s) be a non-decreasing differentiable ranking algorithm with R(0) =
0 whose linear approximation on s yields absolute rank error at most . Then:


r1 [u] + 
r[i] ≥ min r[u] ⇒ r1 [i] ≥ min
r1 [u] − 2
(3)
r[u] − 
u:s[u]=1
u:s[u]=1
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Figure 3: Utilizing ranking algorithm R with seed oversampling of original seed nodes s to better estimate
ranks r1 using oversampled seed nodes s1 .

where r = R(s), r1 = R(s1 ) and s1 is procured by (2).
Proof. Let us use the Jacobian matrix JR (s) to produce a first-order approximation of
R(s1 ) around s with error vector (s1 ) such that |(s1 )[u]| ≤  for any node u. Subtracting
the element j from element i of this approximation yields:
R(s1 ) = R(s) + JR (s)(s1 − s) + (s1 )

⇒ R(s1 )[i] − R(s1 )[j] ≥ R(s)[i] − R(s)[j] + JR (s)[i] − JR (s)[j] (s1 − s) − 2
where [·] indicates the rows of tables and elements of vectors. For j = arg minu:s[u]=1 r[u]
and i : r[i] ≥ r[j] we hence obtain:
X  ∂ R(s)[i] ∂ R(s)[j] 
−
+ 2
∂s[u]
∂s[u]
u:s[u]=1
 X

∂ R(s)[j]
∂ R(s)[i]
−1
≥ −2
⇒
∂R(s)[j]
∂s[u]
u:s[u]=1
P

0 ≤ r[i] − r[j] ≤

⇒ r1 [i] − r1 [j] ≥ r[i] − r[j] − 2 − 2
⇒ r1 [i] − r1 [j] ≥ −2

∂ R(s)[j]
u:s1 [u]=1,s[u]=0 ∂s[u]
P
∂ R(s)[j]
u:s[u]=1 ∂s[u]

r1 [j] + 
r[j] − 


2.2. Seed Oversampling for Personalized PageRank
In this subsection we examine the behavior of personalized PageRank algorithms that
implements (an approximation of) Equation (1) and explain why their linear structure
arising from their random walk with restart formulation favors the usage of the proposed
seed oversampling scheme.
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Before analyzing such algorithms, it must be noted that seed nodes may not be very
central ones and instead lie near the perimeter of the respective community. For example
let us consider the network in Figure 4a, where the red strong outlines indicate seed
nodes, one of which is a considerable distance apart from the others. For this network
a personalized PageRank scheme places higher relevance to the nodes surrounding the
seed nodes, including the two upper-left leaf nodes. However, under the knowledge of the
third seed node being part of the community, these two nodes are not necessarily central
enough to play a significant role in the structure of the ranked community. Therefore,
a node ranking scheme should also be able to discover more central nodes from which
the community membership of seed nodes arises. This happens in Figure 4b, where
the seed oversampling scheme has placed more importance in a more central community
node and correctly treats the two close seed nodes and their respective leaf nodes with
less importance, since they can be considered to lie in the perimeter of the respective
community. This scheme also maintains the otherwise intuitively correct ranks for the
rest of the network nodes.

(a) Algorithm ranks.

(b) Ranks after seed oversampling.

Figure 4: Node ranks of personalized PageRank with symmetric adjacency matrix normalization (see
Subsection 3.2 for details) on a network constructed through a block model that sparsely links the
upper-left, down-left and down-right communities. Lighter yellow fills indicate higher ranks red strong
outlines indicate the original seed nodes. Seed nodes span two of the block communities, thus identifying
a super-community.

For personalized PageRank to accurately calculate ranks for all graph nodes when
the number of seed nodes is much smaller than the size of the community ksk2  |C|,
random walks need be comparable in length to the diameter of this community so that
they frequently traverse all of its nodes. If random walks infrequently visit a lot of
community nodes, the latter would be assigned a much lower score. However, frequently
visiting enough nodes requires too low a restart probability, effectively eliminating the
impact of the seed vector in the final ranks (see Appendix A). A viable alternative, that
is also the main motivation behind neighborhood inflation strategies [34], is to add more
central nodes in the seed vector.
Moreover, for personalized PageRank algorithms where the adjacency matrix is symmetrically normalized, r[u] is an index of the probability that a random walk which
randomly restarts from prior seeds ends on node u. Since random walks between a prior
seed and u are bidirectional, r[u] is a lower bound of the probability that a random
8

walk from u would end up to a prior seed. Hence, in such algorithms, ranks higher than
minu:s[u]=1 r1 [u] indicate more information flow between u and the seed nodes compared
to the lowest ranked seed node with the rest of the seed nodes.
Applying Theorem 1 for personalized PageRank, we can see that the latter theoretically yields perfect adherence to the desired property, since its solution r = (1 − a)(I −
aW )−1 s is fully linear. In practice, its calculated ranks exhibit a very small error  determined by the halting conditions of the algorithm calculating it. It must be noted that,
when designing personalized PageRank implementations, this error should be selected to
be very small, as we have observed a tendency of large real-world networks to exponentially increase the ratio of new seed nodes to new ones for larger numbers of original seed
1 [j]
grows proportionately to this ratio.
nodes and rr[j]
Finally, we stress that seed oversampling does not explicitly account for communitydefining structural characteristics and that detecting relevant nodes could hence take
priority over detecting community nodes. The selection of the node ranking algorithm
usually does favor certain structural characteristics that define communities, but it is
possible that some relevant nodes could lie outside the community and some irrelevant
nodes inside the community (e.g. they may lie close to network leaves). In both cases, it
is important for nodes closer to the center of the community to be assigned higher ranks.
For example, in Figure 5 seed oversampling helps assign higher ranks to some of the
more central nodes (i.e. well-connected with other high-rank nodes) of the community
identified through the two original seed nodes, even if the identified community is the
same.

(a) Algorithm ranks.

(b) Ranks after seed oversampling.

Figure 5: Node ranks of personalized PageRank with row-based adjacency matrix normalization (see
Subsection 3.2 for details) on a network constructed through a block model that sparsely links the top
and bottom communities. Lighter yellow fills indicate higher ranks and red strong outlines indicate the
original seed nodes.
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2.3. Boosting Scheme for Seed Oversampling
Although our previous analysis shows the success of the seed oversampling scheme in
preserving community memberships for new decision thresholds, maintaining this property is not necessarily desirable once we end up with adequately many central seed nodes.
For example, repeatedly oversampling seed nodes tends to continuously expand the community, as rankings of community border nodes tend to increase while ranks of the
original seed nodes tend to decrease. This often has the adverse effect of overextending
the community seeds to a large portion of the network.
On the other hand, though s1 may encompass more nodes pertaining to the community compared to s, a single oversampling step may fail to reach the best community
ranks that can be inferred through the original seed nodes. For example, even when
5 out of 5, 000 class seed nodes are oversampled to 81 seed nodes (which happens for a
community in our experiments in Section 3), it is possible that more could be required for
better community detection. This is demonstrated in the network of Figure 6a, where the
bottom community identified by the three seed nodes with red strong outlines originally
places high ranks on their neighbors. In Figure 6b seed oversampling causes ranks to be
spread more evenly across the community, but nodes that are far from all seeds, such as
the bottom-left ones, are still not assigned very high ranks despite being well-connected
with the rest of the community. To solve this problem, the boosting scheme (7) we develop below repeatedly oversamples the seed vectors of previous iterations; its outcome
in Figure 6c yields ranks that better conform to the intuition that the most bottom nodes
are more important for the bottom community’s structure. It also discovers which nodes
from the middle community are better related to the bottom one.

(a) Algorithm ranks.

(b) After seed oversampling.

(c) After boosting.

Figure 6: Node ranks of personalized PageRank with symmetric adjacency matrix normalization (see
Subsection 3.2 for details) on a network constructed through a block model that sparsely links the
top, middle and bottom communities. Lighter yellow fills indicate higher ranks and red strong outlines
indicate the original seed nodes.

From the above we can see that there is a need for an iterative seed oversampling
scheme that is robust against the increasingly lower confidence of the new seed vector
correctness, in that it overstates less the importance of new seed nodes as iterations
increase. To devise such a scheme, we observe that it would procure increasingly weaker
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community ranks over seed oversampling iterations. Hence, we choose to combine these
ranks using boosting, which has already been successful for handling class imbalance in
other machine learning domains [42, 43, 44, 45]. In particular, we attempt to set up
an iterative boosting-like scheme BN that combines ranks calculated by a community
ranking algorithm R for different seed vectors si procured through seed oversampling:
BN (s) =

N
X

wn R(sn )

(4)

n=0

where wn are the weights of the respective ranks, s0 = s and binary seed vectors
sn : n ≥ 1 are obtained through seed oversampling of either s or sn−1 using the previously calculated ranks Bn−1 (s) (for a discussion on selecting these ranks to perform
oversampling see Appendix C). This process is more clearly demonstrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Single iteration of the boosting scheme for seed oversampling of sN using the ranks BN (s).
θN is the selected threshold parameter for creating the new seed vector based on s.

Theorem 2 theoretically justifies why we expect a boosting scheme that oversamples
sN −1 to overestimate less the ranks of the seed nodes in later iterations (which are of
lower quality) compared to an iterative scheme. Empirically, this theorem states that, if
there exists a good enough (i.e.  → 0) symmetric linearization of the ranking algorithm
and the binary seed vectors remain sparse (i.e. ksN k2  U ⇒ δ → 0), then the boosting
scheme tends to increase less the ranks of the seed nodes. Intuitively, this happens
because the boosting scheme preservers a portion of the higher-quality ranks of previous
iterations.1
1 Theorem 2 does not cover the cases of oversampling s in every step or of discovering negative
weights, but those cases exhibit the same behavior when the seed vector sN is approximately a superset
of a previous iteration and boosting weights sum to a non-negative value.
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Theorem 2. Let R(s) be a differentiable non-decreasing ranking algorithm. If it has a
symmetric semi-positive definite Jacobian on s = sN of maximum eigenvalue λmax that
approximates it with absolute error at most  across R(sn )[u], n ≤ N, u ∈ nodes, then:




BN (s)
sN
BN (s)
1 − sN
· PN
− R(sN ) −
· PN
− R(sN ) ≥ −3 − δ (5)
k1 − sN k2
ksN k2
n=0 wn
n=0 wn
where · is the dot product, δ =

√
λmax ksN k U +ksN k2
U −ksN k2

and U is the number of network nodes.

Proof. Let JN be the Jacobian of R(sN ). The Jacobian provides the following linear
approximation for x = s0 , . . . , sN with error (x) such that |(x)| ≤ :
R(x) = R(sN ) + JN (x − sN ) + (x)




1 − sN
BN (s)
sN
BN (s)
⇒
· PN
− R(sN ) −
· PN
− R(sN )
k1 − sN k2
ksN k2
n=0 wn
n=0 wn

 PN
wn JN (sn − sN )
1 − sN
sN
≥
−
− 2
· n=0 PN
2
2
k1 − sN k
ksN k
n=0 wn
Since the ranking algorithm
is non-decreasing and sN [u] ≥ sn [u] for all nodes u, then

sn · R(sN ) − R(sn ) ≥ 0 ⇒ sn · JN (sN − sn ) ≥ −ksn k2 . Furthermore, since the
Jacobian JR (sN ) is symmetric semi-positive definite, if 0 ≤ λmin , λmax are its minimum
and maximum eigenvalues respectively then:


1 − sN
sN
−
· JN (sn − sN )
k1 − sN k2
ksN k2


1
1
= (sN − sn ) · JN (sN − sn )
+
ksN k2
k1 − sN k2


1
1
+ sn · JN (sN − sn )
+
ksN k2
k1 − sN k2
1
· JN (sN − sn )
−
k1 − sN k2


√ ksN − sn k
1
1
ksN k2
2
≥ ksN − sn k λmin
+
U
−
(1
+
2 ) − λmax
k1−s
k
N
ksN k2
k1 − sN k2
k1 − sN k2
Since sN is binary, it yields k1 − sN k2 = U − ksN k2 and ksN − sn k ≤ ksN k. We thus
obtain the desired outcome by substituting these inequalities in the previous one.

A critical aspect that determines the effectiveness of the boosting scheme in reallife networks is the selection of weights wN that optimize an appropriate boosting goal.
However, in our setting, the ground truth that could be used to determine this goal
contains too few datapoints (i.e. seed nodes) to split into training and test sets. At
the same time, the small number and possible non-central position of seed nodes does
not allow the usage of information retrieval measures [46, 47] that rank combination
approaches [48, 49, 50, 51, 52] could aim to optimize.
Although rank combination approaches are not directly applicable on our domain,
they share the intuition that combined ranks should minimize differences between combined rank vectors. In our boosting setting, this suggests that the boosted ranks should
12

have minimal differences with both the previous boosting iteration and the new rank
candidates. Since ranks don’t suffer from bad dimensionality (i.e. ranks that imply important nodes lay approximately in the same order of magnitude, a ranks much lower are
by definition considered unimportant by the ranking algorithm), we choose to employ
the Euclidean distance based on the L2 norm k · k to combine those differences into a
loss function LN that needs be minimized for each boosting step N :
LN = BN (s) − BN −1 (s)

2

+ BN (s) − R(sN )

2

(6a)

Since this loss function is convex, it can be minimized in each boosting step by selecting
weights wN that satisfy:
∂ LN
= 0 ⇔ wN =
∂wN

1
2

−

R(sN ) · BN −1 (s)
2kR(sN )k2

(6b)

However, it can be argued that the previous boosting iteration and the next rank
candidates are not equally valid for contributing to the prediction of high quality boosting
ranks for all network nodes. In particular, next rank candidates may progressively yield
lower quality ranks for the nodes not included in the seed vector sN . At the same time
next rank candidates also reflect the centrality of seed nodes in the network’s structure as
the seed vector becomes less sparse. On the other hand, the previous boosting iteration
is the best available approximation for non-seed node ranks.
Taking these into account, we refine (6a) so that it partially compares only the boosted
ranks of seed nodes with the next rank candidates and only the boosted ranks of non-seed
nodes with the previous boosting iteration:
LN = (1 − sN )

(BN (s) − BN −1 (s))

2

+ sN

(BN (s) − R(sN ))

2

(7a)

where is the element-wise vector multiplication. Similarly to before, this loss function
is minimized in each boosting step by selecting weights wN that satisfy:



∂ LN
R(sN )
= 0 ⇔ wN =
· sN
R(sN ) − BN −1 (s)
(7b)
∂wN
kR(sN )k2
Theorem 3. For a boosting scheme that oversamples sN −1 on step N and adheres to
either (6) or (7), PBNN (s)w asymptotically converges.
n=0

n

Proof. Since sN is always produced through seed oversampling of sN −1 , ksN k2 form an
upper-bounded (by the number of nodes in the network) non-decreasing sequence of N .
Consequently, the seed vector reaches within a finite number of N0 steps the equilibrium
BN (s)
sN = sN −1 ⇒ R(sN ) = R(sN −1 )∀N ≥ N0 . Therefore, P
converges for both (6) and
N
n=0

(7), because at worst it would asymptotically be attracted to R(sN0 ) as N → ∞.



3. Experiments
3.1. Networks
Our experiments aim to evaluate the merit of the seed oversampling and boosting
methodologies proposed in Section 2 towards improving community ranking strategies.
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To do so, we experiment on several well-known annotated networks that are often used
to validate clustering methodologies [23]; the Amazon co-purchasing network [53], the
DBLP author co-authorship network [54] and the Flickr and YouTube networks of user
links obtained through crawling on the respective social platforms [55].
The Amazon network2 comprises links between products frequently co-purchased in
summer 2006. Those products form communities based on their type (e.g. Book, CD,
DVD, Video). We use the 2011 version of the DBLP dataset3 , which comprises 1,632,442
papers from the DBLP database. From this dataset, we extracted an author network
based on co-authorship relations between authors. In this network, we expect authors to
form overlapping communities based on academic sources (i.e. journals and/or conferences) they have published in. Finally, the Flickr and YouTube social networks comprise
links between users and contain information about user-annotated groups.
To facilitate our experiments with extremely sparse knowledge of community memberships, we experiment only on the largest communities of each dataset. We expect
that, when such communities are large enough, they are not in a state of expansion and
thus are not lacking too many good potential candidates or missing links. When network
communities are smaller, which often happens in interpersonal social networks [10] they
can misguide the assessment of ranking algorithms towards lower effectiveness. The size
of the aforementioned networks, as well as our threshold for selecting the largest communities and the subsequent number of communities used in experiments are detailed in
Table 1.
Networks
Amazon
DBLP
Flickr
YouTube

[53]
[54]
[55]
[55]

Nodes
554,789
978,488
1,715,255
1,138,499

Edges
1,788,725
11,289,510
22,613,981
4,945,382

Communities
4
52
42
7

Min Nodes
≥5,000
≥5,000
≥1,000
≥300

Table 1: Networks and communities used for experiments

3.2. Experiment Setup
For each of the above communities, we select a random small subset of nodes as seeds
with which to rank the rest of the network’s nodes. Experiments are conducted for this
subset covering 1%, 0.5% and 0.1% of each community, if those subsets are not empty.
In some of those cases seed vectors comprise very few (e.g. 3 − 50) nodes. We employ two
different node ranking algorithms on the random walk with restart scheme demonstrated
in (1) for network adjacency matrix M , diagonal node degree matrix D, seed vector s
and random walk restart probability 1 − a = 1%, which a frequently suggested restart
probability for good community detection [24, 56] and whose efficacy we also corroborated
in Appendix A:
• Personalized PageRank with row-wise adjacency matrix normalization W = M D−1
[57]. Certain optimizations have been proposed for fast calculation of personalized
2 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/amazon-meta.html
3 DBLP-Citation-network

V4 from https://aminer.org/citation
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PageRanks [58, 59, 60, 61]. However, since we are not focusing on performance, in
this work we find the appropriate solution by iterating (1) starting from the seed
vector until converging to mean squared differences of consecutive iteration ranks
≤ 0.00001. This scheme does not adhere to the symmetric property required for
applying Theorem 2 and hence it is possible that boosting seed oversampling may
worsen the quality of produced ranks.
• Personalized PageRank with symmetric adjacency matrix normalization
W = D−1/2 M D−1/2 . In a random walk setting, traversal probabilities are considered to be proportional to weights of the symmetric matrix W [62]. This normalization often produces good community ranks [25], since it boasts several favorable
characteristics [63], such as symmetric relationships between nodes. For this algorithm, we employ the same iterative implementation as before. This scheme
adheres to the required properties of Theorem 2, since it is linear and its Jacobian
(I − aW )−1 (1 − a) is symmetric and semi-positive definite (the identity matrix
I and the network’s Laplacian I − W have those properties, which are then retained through the matrix operations of multiplication with a constant, addition
and inversion).
To improve the quality of ranks produced by these two node ranking algorithms, we
employ three different schemes based on our proposed oversampling schemes of Section 2:
• None. The seed vectors are used as-is. The quality of procured ranks under this
scheme can serve as a baseline that helps quantify whether the rest of these schemes
introduce quality improvements.
• Inflate. A one-time neighborhood inflation previously used to improve seed node
quality [25, 34]. This practice cannot be improved through a boosting scheme, since
doing so covers the whole graph within very few iterations and yields completely
random node ranks (with 50% AUC score).
• OSample. A one-time application of the seed oversampling scheme outlined in
Subsection 2.1 to enrich the seed vector s before running the ranking algorithm.
• NBoost. The naive boosted seed oversampling scheme outlined in Subsection 2.3,
where seed vectors sN are obtained from seed oversampling s (which we found
to yield better results than oversampling sN −1 ) based on the ranks BN −1 (s) and
boosting weights are selected according to (6b). Since this scheme may require
too many boosting iterations to fully converge, in our experiments we stop when
|wN | ≤ 0.001.
• PBoost. The partial boosted seed oversampling scheme outlined in Subsection 2.3,
where seed vectors sN are obtained from seed oversampling sN −1 (which we found
to yield better results than oversampling s) based on the ranks BN −1 (s) and boosting weights are selected according to (7b). Since this scheme may require too many
boosting iterations to fully converge, in our experiments we stop when |wN | ≤ 0.001.
To evaluate the ranks calculated by combining the aforementioned node ranking algorithms with schemes that improve rank quality, we use the Area Under Curve (AUC) [64]
of the Receiving Operating Characteristics (ROC) of non-seed nodes. AUC is a robust
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rank evaluation metric not affected by the imbalance between positive (i.e. community)
and negative (i.e. non-community) memberships [65]. AUC values closer to 100% indicate
that community members achieve higher ranks compared to non-community members,
whereas 50% AUC indicates random classification [66]. In the subsequent experiments,
we report the average scheme ranks4 across all overlapping communities in each dataset,
also averaged across 5 iterations.
Finally, we compare schemes with the non-parametric Wilcoxon test for p-value<0.015
to confidently determine whether their AUC evaluations pair-wise differ across experiments. To assert whether the best schemes differ significantly from the rest, we also follow
a well-known procedure for multi-scheme comparison[67, 68, 69]; we make sure that differences between schemes are statistically significant according to a Friedman test with
p-value <0.015 and then use the Holm post-hoc test to discover differences with 0.05 level
of significance. We also visualize the differences between key schemes by calculating their
average scheme ranks across experiments and employing the Nemenyi post-hoc test5 to
determine the critical difference over which average scheme rank differences have 0.05
level of significance.
3.3. Experiment Results
In Table 2 and Table 3 we present the AUC scores for the two node ranking algorithms, averaged across 5 iterations of experiments conducted for non-empty sets of seed
nodes. We can see that all fixing strategies always improve rank quality with statistical significance (the statistical significance of fixing strategies improving rank quality
across all experiment setups passes the Wilcoxon test with p-value<0.015). Furthermore,
the Friedman test rejects the hypothesis schemes perform the same and the Holm test
yields that Inflate, OSample and PBoost also induce improvements for both personalized
PageRank algorithms with 0.05 statistical significance.
Empirically, we can see that these improvements are larger when the seed set is small
enough to not yield high rank qualities on its own. Furthermore, approaches manage to
produce more meaningful ranks on the networks comprising smaller communities, where
the ranking algorithms on their own produce almost completely random ranks. Taking into account previous concerns on the small nature of communities in large social
networks [10] that make community membership a less adequate indicator of good relations with external members to the community, rank quality improvements in those
networks can be considered meaningful from a ranking perspective, even if they still do
not correspond to high predictive capability.
Another interesting observation is that the NBoost scheme sometimes exhibits higher
performance compared to PBoost but also often fails to even preserve the performance of
seed oversampling. This outcome reflects the lack of robustness of this boosting scheme,
4 Average scheme ranks are not related to the ranks of network nodes. In each experiment, the
schemes are sorted based on the quality (AUC) of network ranks and each scheme is assigned an integer
rank based on their position in this ordering, where 1 denotes the best scheme and ties are resolved by
assigning the average position of tied schemes. These new ranks are the ones averaged across experiments
to summarize the performance of each scheme. Contrary to network ranks, where larger values indicate
higher relation to communities, lower scheme ranks indicate better schemes.
5 The Nemenyi test is usually weaker than the Holm test, but the fact that it yields an ordered
outcome makes it suitable for visualization.
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Network
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
DBLP
DBLP
DBLP
Flickr
Flickr
YouTube

Seeds
1%
0.5%
0.1%
1%
0.5%
0.1%
1%
0.5%
1%

None
90%
90%
67%
71%
61%
51%
52%
51%
50%

Inflate
91%
89%
79%
80%
77%
68%
56%
56%
52%

OSample
91%
90%
79%
81%
74%
66%
59%
57%
59%

NBoost
92%
90%
88%
81%
70%
64%
59%
58%
58%

PBoost
92%
91%
86%
80%
77%
70%
58%
58%
56%

Table 2: AUC scores for different approaches to fixing sparsity of seed vectors used by personalized
PageRank with symmetric normalization and parameter a = 0.99.

Network
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
DBLP
DBLP
DBLP
Flickr
Flickr
YouTube

Seeds
1%
0.5%
0.1%
1%
0.5%
0.1%
1%
0.5%
1%

None
83%
83%
61%
72%
62%
51%
54%
51%
52%

Inflate
90%
89%
85%
78%
77%
68%
58%
55%
57%

OSample
91%
89%
86%
79%
77%
69%
59%
57%
57%

NBoost
90%
88%
87%
69%
72%
67%
59%
57%
53%

PBoost
89%
89%
88%
71%
71%
68%
57%
56%
56%

Table 3: AUC scores for different approaches to fixing sparsity of seed vectors used by personalized
PageRank with row-wise normalization and parameter a = 0.99.

which suggests that PBoost should be preferred when there is no way to priorly assess its
effectiveness. This finding also validates our concern that devised boosting loss functions
should account for the degradation of rank certainty across iterations, which the objective
of NBoost ignores.
The methods arising from our analysis as more suitable for each ranking algorithm
are PBoost for personalized PageRank with symmetric normalization and seed oversampling for personalized PageRank with row-wise normalization. These methods outperform neighborhood inflation with statistical significance (the Wilcox tests yield pvalue<0.015). The Holm test corroborates that PBoost is the best scheme for the first
algorithm with statistical significance 0.05. For the second one, no scheme can be deemed
strictly superior to the rest, since sometimes the boosting schemes manage to yield better
rank quality.
These results show the viability of the boosted seed oversampling scheme when the
properties of Theorem 2 are satisfied. On the other hand, for the personalized PageRank
with row-wise normalization algorithm, which does not satisfy these properties, both
boosting schemes often fail to maintain the rank quality obtained from seed oversampling.
An intuitive explanation of this phenomenon is that the non-symmetric structure of rowwise normalization introduces a tendency to discover more nodes whose information flow
does not necessarily return to previously identified community nodes.
We finally visualize the differences between the Inflate, OSample and PBoost schemes.
These comparisons omit the base ranking algorithm, which is outperformed by all of them
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across experiments, as well as the less robust NBoost scheme. Before comparing these
schemes, we again employed the Friedman test, which rejects the null hypothesis that
these schemes produce similar AUC values for both ranking algorithms. Figure 8 visually
represents the average scheme ranks of schemes and the critical difference calculated by
the Nemenyi test6 . Our findings agree to a large extend with the previous ones; the
PBoost scheme consistently introduces better rank quality compared to the neighborhood inflation strategy for personalized PageRank with symmetric normalization and
seed oversampling introduces similar or better rank quality to the neighborhood inflation strategy for personalized PageRank with row-wise normalization. It must be noted
that, for both algorithms, seed oversampling is ranked as better than the neighborhood
inflation strategy, since it performs equally well or better in all but one experiments.

(a) Symmetric normalization.

(b) Row-wise normalization.

Figure 8: Average scheme ranks (smaller is better) of AUC evaluation across datasets for two different
personalized PageRank algorithms, where lower values indicate better schemes. Average rank differences higher than the critical difference discovered through the Nemenyi test are considered statistically
significant. Non-significant differences are grouped using bold horizontal lines.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we examined the problem of ranking network nodes based on their
relevance to communities identified through a few seed nodes. To improve the quality of
ranks produced by local community ranking algorithms, we proposed a seed oversampling
scheme that uses an initial estimate of network node ranks to enrich the set of seed
nodes with new more important ones and showed that they remain more important
after rerunning the ranking algorithm. We also introduced a boosting methodology that
weights the outcomes of iteratively repeating seed oversampling and showed that it tends
to overestimate less the ranks of seed nodes in later iterations when the ranking algorithm
satisfies certain properties.
In our experiments in real-life networks, we found that seed oversampling can greatly
improve the quality of community ranks calculated by two personalized PageRank algorithms and does so better than the previously proposed neighborhood inflation heuristic.
The boosting scheme can further improve rank quality for the algorithm on which it is
theoretically applicable. Based on these results, we encourage using seed oversampling
6 Although the Nemenyi test often tends to underestimate the statistical significance of algorithm
differences, in this settings our findings also happen to coincide with the Holm test when employed on
these three schemes.
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to improve local community ranking processes. There also exists considerable merit in
further improving ranks using our boosting scheme, if the latter’s objective is suitable
for the ranking task.
In the future, we aim to run experiments on both smaller and larger networks, possibly
adjusting our methods to supplement scalable implementations of PageRank for the
latter. We are also interested in conducting a more thorough theoretical analysis on the
boosting scheme that would explicitly take into account the degradation of seed quality
through seed oversampling iterations.
Appendix A. The Effect of Random Walk Length on Rank Quality
In this appendix, we present a series of experiments that assess the necessity of seed
oversampling in comparison to changing (e.g. increasing) the length of random walks. We
also examine the effect of different random walk lengths on seed oversampling outcomes.
To do so, we selected both high and low random walk restart probabilities (1−a = 15%
and 1−a = 0.5% respectively) and investigate their impact on community rank quality in
the networks of Subsection 3.1. High random walk restart probabilities produce shorter
random walks, whereas low random walk restart probabilities produce longer random
walks. In Table A.4 and Table A.5 we show the results of these experiments for two
personalized PageRank algorithms. Comparing these results to the ones presented in
Subsection 3.3, we can see that both too short and too long random walks worsen rank
quality in all networks.
Furthermore, short random walks seem not to work well themselves with seed oversampling. We attribute this behavior to the fact that they heavily restrict ranking
schemes to very short areas around the seed nodes, which causes seed oversampling to
find new seeds predominantly in those areas and thus to often yield lower rank quality.
On the other hand, as previously discussed, longer random walks progressively tend to
approach an eigenvector of the network’s adjacency matrix and thus may relate more
loosely to the examined community’s structure. Our experiments also confirm that seed
oversampling is a superior approach for treating low node rank quality compared to
selecting different random walk lengths.
Comparing these results with the ones in Subsection 3.3, we confirm that the frequently proposed restart probability 1 − a = 1% seems to be the better choice for community detection in large networks and that selecting shorter or longer random walks
negatively impacts the quality of seed ranks. In all cases, seed oversampling manages
to either retain approximately the original seed node rank quality (which happens for
most of the short random walks, i.e. those arising from high restart probabilities) or to
significantly improve rank quality.
Appendix B. Movement of the ROC Curve’s Inflection Point
In Figure B.9 and Figure B.10 we demonstrate the ROC curves of two communities
for the None, Overs and Boost schemes of Subsection 3.2 with different seed vector
sparsities. We can observe how the inflection point of the more sparse seed vectors is
effectively moving to previous positions within the ROC curve of less sparse vectors.
This means that, after a certain point of gradually introducing more false positives (i.e.
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Network
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
DBLP
DBLP
DBLP
Flickr
Flickr
Youtube

Seeds
1%
0.5%
0.1%
1%
0.5%
0.1%
1%
0.5%
1%

None
85%
78%
57%
62%
60%
59%
52%
51%
50%

a=0.85
OSample
85%
75%
57%
65%
60%
51%
52%
51%
50%

a=0.995
None OSample
90%
91%
84%
90%
71%
82%
71%
81%
61%
76%
51%
65%
52%
57%
51%
57%
50%
61%

Table A.4: AUC scores without and with seed oversampling for personalized PageRank with symmetric
normalization and different values of the parameter a.

Network
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
DBLP
DBLP
DBLP
Flickr
Flickr
Youtube

Seeds
1%
0.5%
0.1%
1%
0.5%
0.1%
1%
0.5%
1%

None
85%
78%
57%
68%
60%
51%
52%
51%
50%

a=0.85
OSample
88%
57%
50%
66%
61%
51%
53%
51%
50%

a=0.995
None OSample
90%
90%
83%
89%
64%
82%
72%
80%
63%
74%
51%
69%
52%
57%
51%
56%
50%
56%

Table A.5: AUC scores without and with seed oversampling for personalized PageRank with row-wise
normalization and different values of the parameter a.

setting more outside nodes as community members), the ranking algorithm abruptly
stops discovering more true positives (i.e. community members) at an acceptable rate.
This behavior suggests that the ranking algorithm is good at discovering more community
members close to the seed nodes but fails to do as random walks branch away.
Appendix C. Boosting Scheme Selection
For the boosting scheme presented in (4), there are two possible ways to select ranks
that can help perform seed oversampling as per (2) on either the original seed vector
s or the previous seed vector sN −1 to obtain the next seed vector sN in each boosting
step N . The first way is to implement a voting mechanism between iterations of the
seed oversampling strategy as demonstrated in Figure C.11. The second one, which is
followed throughout this paper, oversamples the previous seed vector using the ranks
produced by the previous boosting scheme R(sN −1 ).
The demerit of the first scheme that led us to adopt the second one comes from a
methodological perspective; if we compare the diagrams of Figure C.11 and Figure 7,
which demonstrate the first and second boosting schemes respectively, we can see that in
the first one there exists no flow from any boosting iteration towards the selection of the
seed vectors. However, since this process does not guarantee that sN is of high quality
20

(a) None

(b) OSample

(c) PBoost

Figure B.9: ROC curves of personalized PageRank with symmetric adjacency matrix normalization for
the largest community of the Amazon network. The dashed diagonal represents the ROC of random
ranks.

(a) None

(b) OSample

(c) PBoost

Figure B.10: ROC curves of personalized PageRank with symmetric adjacency matrix normalization for
the smallest community of the Amazon network. The dashed diagonal represents the ROC of random
ranks.
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Figure C.11: Single iteration of the boosting scheme for seed oversampling of sN or s using R(sN ). θN
is the selected threshold parameter for creating the new seed vector.

(in fact, the seed vector tends to eventually cover a number of nodes comparable or even
greater than the size of the community), each iteration progressively introduces higher
uncertainty in the calculated ranks. This way, uncertainties in earlier iterations are directly propagated to later ones without attempting to mitigate them through comparison
with the previous boosting outcome.
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